


When somebody Passes With Flying Colors they have 
achieved something with distinction, or been successful in 
a difficult task. The earliest known reference dates back to 
1706 and the English Navy, whose term for flag was 
‘colors’. Victorious and sailing back into London, fleets 
would demonstrate their success at battle by keeping the 
battle flags high on the mast and word would soon spread 
that the Navy had passed by ‘with its colors flying’, a sure 
sign of victory. 
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Letter from the Superintendent, 
Mr. Steven Alexander

If you were born in the 1950’s - 1960”s it is likely your 
schooling was focused on getting the right answers and 
learning in a school where rote memory learning was 
prevalent. Education and schools have gone through 
tremendous changes since I was a schoolboy and through 
excellent educational research we understand that there are 
better ways for children to learn. One of the most notable 
changes is the emphasis in learning on developing critical 
thinking skills.

Thinking is not driven by answers but by questions. Had no 
questions been asked by those who laid the foundation for 
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Middle and High School Math Problem:
Sven builds 3 legged stools and 4 legged tables. Last 
month he used 72 legs to build 3 more stools than 
tables. How many stools and how many tables did he 
build?

Elementary School Math problems:

Kindergarten: Skip count by 2s from 0-30.

Grade 1: Find 3 objects at home that are longer than 5 
inches. 

Grade 2: What is 423 + 308?

Grade 3: Solve using the partial products method. 
Show working. 2917 * 8

Grade 4: Use the lattice method to find the products.
47*63 =____
78*67 =____

Grade 5: Convert the fraction 5/100 into a decimal and 
per cent.
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